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The Resource Pooling Principle 

“Pooling of customer demands, along with pooling of the 
resources used to fill those demands” 

“networked resources behave as a pooled resource” 
•  Internet (among others): a network of resources 

–  From bandwidth, computation and storage resources, to 
information/content and service resources 

–  Packet switching enables pooling of link capacities and routers 
processing power 

–  Buffers enable pooling of link capacity at adjacent time periods 
–  MPLS TE and ECMP enable pooling of multiple paths 
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The Resource Pooling Principle 

 
We claim that:  

Pooling can be thought of as a tool to manage uncertainty. 
 

•  Uncertainty in the Internet (among others): 
1. Senders overloading the network with traffic 
2. Excessive demand for bandwidth over some particular link/area 

Target: Maintain stability and guarantee fairness 



Current State of Affairs 
The Long Long Discussion on TCP 

•  TCP deals with uncertainty using the “one-out one-in” 
principle 

•  TCP effectively deals with uncertainty by (proactively) 
suppressing demand! 

•  TCP is moving traffic as fast as the path’s slowest link 
•  End-points have to speculate on the resources available 

along the e2e path 



Vision 

1.  Push traffic as far in the path and as fast as possible 
2.  Once in front of the bottleneck, store traffic temporarily in 

custodian nodes/routers and deal with congestion locally 
3.  Exploit all available (sub-)paths making decisions on a 

hop-by-hop manner. 



Caches and resource pooling 

•  The presence of ubiquitous packet caches enables more 
efficient usage of resources by enabling pooling of sub-
paths. 
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Eliminating Uncertainty 
Information-Centric Networking 

•  Request and Data paths are symmetric 
•  Instead of the “data-ACK” model of TCP, in ICN we 

have a “request-data” model 

•  Receivers (instead of senders) regulate the traffic that is 
pushed in the network 

•  Based on requests forwarded, each forwarding entity 
knows how much traffic to expect within one RTT. 

Uncertainty #1 is 

minimised! 



Eliminating Uncertainty 
In-Network Caching 

•  Caching has been used for resource optimisation 
–  Reduce delay, save on bandwidth etc. 

•  Overlay Caching: 
–  Put caches in “strategic” places and redirect (HTTP) requests to 

those caches 

•  In-Network Caching: 
–  Individually named and self-identifiable packets/chunks allow for in-

network storage! 
–  Put caches in every router and serve network-layer requests for 

named chunks from caches on the path 

•  We use in-network caching for temporary storage 

Uncertainty #2 

(temporarily) 

accommodated 



Stability & Fairness 
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3-Phase Operation 

•  Push-data phase – Open-Loop System 
–  Processor-sharing, RCP-like transmission 
–  Open loop system – senders send even more than what they have 

received requests for 
•  Push data as far and as quickly as possible 

•  Cache & Detour phase 
–  Every router monitors incoming Requests 
–  When demand is expected to exceed supply, the local router tries 

to find alternative paths to detour 
–  In the meantime traffic in excess (if any) is cached locally 

•  Backpressure phase – Closed-Loop System 
–  If alternative paths do not exist or are equally congested: 

•  Pace Requests 
•  Send notification upstream to slow down and enter closed-loop transmission 
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•  Push-data phase – Open-Loop System 
–  Processor-sharing, RCP-like transmission 
–  Open loop system – senders send even more than what they have 

received requests for 
•  Push data as far and as quickly as possible 

Send at full rate 
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•  Cache & Detour phase 
–  Every router monitors incoming Requests 
–  When demand is expected to exceed supply, the local router tries 

to find alternative paths to detour 
–  In the meantime traffic in excess 
 (if any) is cached locally 



3-Phase Operation 
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•  Backpressure phase – Closed-Loop System 
–  If alternative paths do not exist or are equally congested: 

•  Pace Requests 
•  Send notification upstream to slow down and enter closed-loop transmission 



Data on detour availability 

central management entity of the router is collecting all
values from all interfaces and calculates (sums up) the
amounts of traffic that each of the interfaces will have
to forward in the next Ti. We call this value Antici-
pated Rate for Interface i, or r(a)i and the actual rate
with which interface i can forward traffic (i.e., the link
capacity/speed) is denoted by ri. Each interface can be
in one of the following three phases:

Push-data Phase: If r(a)i < ri, demand does not
exceed supply and therefore, the link can deal with the
expected amount of traffic.

Detour Phase: When r(a)i ❀ ri, or r(a)i > ri, then
demand is expected to exceed supply (within Ti) and
alternative techniques have to be applied to avoid ex-
tensive congestion. We note that demand will exceed
supply because of increased demand from end-users to-
wards this part of the network and not because of trans-
port protocol’s increasing rates, i.e., senders are for-
warding data according to the available capacity at their
outgoing interfaces [14].
In the detour phase the router will have to seek al-

ternative paths to forward data towards its destination.
Note, however, that the router estimates the expected
traffic at the request phase, and therefore, has a time
window of approximately Ti/2 (i.e., Ti ≈ avgRTT , de-
pending on the distance ratio of the router between
source and destination) to assign traffic to paths before
the actual traffic arrives.
Our initial approach here suggests intra-domain de-

touring at the router level. Indeed, we find that real
network topologies can on average provide one-hop de-
tour paths on more than 50% of links (reaching up to
92% for Level-3), two-hop detour paths on 30% of links,
and three-plus hop detour paths on less than 5% of links
(see Table 1). In our sample of nine topologies detour
is not available for approximately 13% of links only. To
detour through a specific path, the router would have to
spoof the destination router’s identifier with that of the
node back on the original path (effectively tunnelling
through the detour node [29]).

Table 1: Available Detour Paths in Real Topologies

ISP 1 hop 2 hops 3+ hops N/A

Exodus (US) 49.77% 35.48% 6.68% 8.06%
VSNL (IN) 25.00% 33.33% 0.00% 41.67%
Level 3 92.22% 6.55% 0.68% 0.55%
Sprint (US) 56.66% 37.08% 1.81% 4.45%
AT&T (US) 34.84% 61.69% 0.72% 2.74%
EBONE (EU) 50.66% 36.22% 6.30% 6.82%
Telstra (AUS) 70.05% 10.42% 1.06% 18.47%
Tiscali (EU) 24.50% 39.85% 10.15% 25.50%
Verio (US) 71.50% 17.09% 1.74% 9.68%

Average 52.80% 30.86% 3.24% 13.10%

Upon detouring and without any extra information
on the load of the links on the detour path, data may

find itself before another congested link. We plan to
investigate two approaches to deal with this issue: i)
nodes periodically communicate their average link util-
isation between their one-hop neighbours (see similar
techniques in [27], [29], [31]), or ii) nodes on the detour
path also have the option to further detour if they see
that the immediate path to the destination is also con-
gested. The first approach suggests that routers keep
state per outgoing interface of their one-hop neighbours.
This is needed in order to forward towards this detour
direction exactly as much traffic as this detour path can
accommodate. In the example of Fig. 3, node 2 would
know the available free capacity of the interface 3-4.
Although this inevitably introduces extra overhead it
would help make informed decisions in the detour phase.
We have evaluated the performance of the push-data

and detour mechanisms of INRP in a simple flow-level
simulator, where flows arrive Poisson distributed. Rout-
ers exploit up to 1-hop detours and nodes on the detour
path can further detour, but for one extra hop only. If
senders see extra available bandwidth they insert more
data in the network. We compare the performance of
the above abstraction of INRP against single-, shortest-
path routing (SP) and Equal-Cost Multipath (ECMP)
in three real topologies. Fig. 4a shows that INRP
achieves between 9-15% extra bandwidth utilisation,
compared to SP. We expect this to translate to faster
flow completion time by the same proportion. ECMP
also performs better than SP, as we do not consider
bottlenecks at the edges of the network, which would
result in stable aggregates at the core of the network.
In Fig. 4b we observe that this is achieved with minimal
path stretch and expect that in case of 2+ hop detours
performance will improve further. The combination of
these two results indirectly reveals that although a large
number of flows swap between paths, they do not swap
simultaneously to cause concurrent over-utilisation of
some paths and under-utilisation of others.
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Figure 4: INRP performance

Back-pressure Phase: Finally, if the detour phase
finds that there is no alternative path to forward the
data in excess, either because no link exists, or because
detour links are congested as well, the interface gets into
the backpressure phase. In this phase, the congested
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Some (very initial) Results 
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Summary, Open Issues and Things We Don’t 
(Yet) Know 

•  Information-Centric Networks: 
–  Requires investment and effort 
–  Worth doing, but need to get the full set of advantages 

•  There is an opportunity to deal with congestion control at 
the network layer 

•  Open Issues: 
–  How do you know detour paths are not congested 
–  How will this co-exist with traditional TCP flows? 
–  Out of order delivery 
–  Flows swapping between original and detour paths 



Questions? 
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